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Welcome to NOLO magazine. During these challenging times we reflected on 
different ways to create the most impact for our community, to enable 
businesses to look forward and work towards a prosperous future. 

Collaborating with industry experts we have released Nolo magazine. We will 
continue to fill these pages with positive nolo culture, leader interviews, 
valuable insights, actionable advice and tools to help inspire and create 
opportunity. 

Our team has adapted by implementing additional safety measures and set up 
a professional remote lab. Production and meetings are managed remotely. 
Further to this we are volunteering for the NHS to do our small part. 

We now host f ree one-to-one online nolo product launch and business 
modeling workshops. 

We have also launched a Nolo bottleshop that is focused on high-quality 
non-alcoholic beer and the people behind the beer. 
 
We feel it is important to spread joy and hope and believe this supports our 
core purpose. To deliver truly exciting content, tools and alcohol-free products 
to bring joy and success to business. 

Stay safe. Big love. 

Hello, 



What  does t he low /no alcohol scene 
look  l ike now com pared t o f ive years 
ago?

Well, it?s come a long way since 2016 
when we started as the first brewer 
dedicated to alcohol-free beer and when 
65% of UK sales was Becks Blue (IRI). AF 
beer has always existed and has always 
had market share but it 's taken time to 
convince people of the market for AFcraft 
beer. It has always seemed pretty obvious 
to me that - whilst craft beer revolutionised 
alcoholic beer - it completely ignored AF 
beer. I think the people I was speaking to 
(and maybe I was speaking to the wrong 
people?) just didn't get that there was 
serious scope for innovation in that sector. 
I think now though that people appreciate 
that AF beer is no longer a distress 
purchase, but rather a proactive and 
positive lifestyle choice. With the growth in 
the market over the last few years - and 
the forecast for the next 4 years (80% 
CAGR vs. 3% CAGR for alcoholic beer) - that 
attitude will change.

What  are t he m ost  excit ing 
developm ent s in t he low /no alcohol 
space?

Buyers in the Off Trade are really 
starting to "get it " now (see Sainsburys 
recent Clean Vic pub). At first, I was often 
met with a blank look, even from the most 
progressive of independent craft beer 
shops. Nowadays, after just 3 years, I would 
imagine it would be pretty unimaginable 
not to have a decent AF section in a craft 
beer shop and the multis are playing catch 
up on that. If anything, the On Trade has 
been a bit slower to adapt. However, we're 
starting to see a shift happening in the 
most recent range reviews with some big 
groups leading from the front (Mitchells & 
Butlers being a notable one). Too many 
though still think that a single brand of 
mass-produced lager is an acceptable 
offering. By going the extra mile to offer a 
decent range of AF drinks, a venue is more 
likely to attract big groups where even just 
one member is abstaining.

Int erview  w it h Rob of  Big Drop Brewery



How are drinkers? changing habits impacting low/no brands?

There is undoubtedly a growing acceptance that drinking less is beneficial 
and that therefore if you're in the pub/restaurant/bar/football/BBQ/whatever 
simply having a few AF beers is a perfectly decent, sensible and 
acceptable thing to do. In a Big Drop customer survey we found that only a 
fifth of (350) respondents chose not to drink alcohol at all. Most are simply 
looking at ways to moderate their drinking - at home or otherwise - without 
giving up beer altogether. The underlying reasons for that could be general 
health & wellbeing or any number of specific things like training for a 
sporting event, corporate policy for working hours, pregnancy etc.





Why has low /no alcohol exploded in 
popular it y?

We?re witnessing the whole category of 
AF beer broadening out to give drinkers a 
great-tasting substitute for every occasion. 
We like to think that we?ve been a driving 
force behind that with our range and 
quality of beers over the past 3 years, all of 
which are <0.5%. We?ve always aimed to 
give people choice so they can still drink 
whatever style of beer they like, whenever 
they like, rather than being forced down 
the route of lime & soda or 
not-so-great-lagers. So we?ve expanded our 
range with a new Golden Ale, available in 
500ml bottles, and a series of 0.5% 
collaborations with well-known breweries 
to (A) broaden our craft credentials and (B) 
so that their customers can better 
understand that the AF label no longer 
means worty or watery.

What  does t he fut ure of  t he low /no 
alcohol m arket  look  l ike (t rends, 
t echnology)?

Notwithstanding Coronavirus, the hottest 
topic in AF beer is draft. Whereas a year 
ago, you?d be lucky to see a keg of it at a 
major beer festival, now you?re likely to see 
it (when you?re allowed out) at food 
festivals, music festivals and, increasingly, 
in forward-thinking pubs. Smaller keg sizes 
- 20 or 30 litre - are ideal for testing the 
market and means the venues only need to 
sell 40-60 pints in a week in order for them 
to work efficiently. Putting Big Drop on tap 
in a large number of on-trade outlets is one 
of our long-term strategic goals. For 
example, we?re listed in Brewhouse & 
Kitchen?s 22 venues. Moving 
unapologetically from the back-bar fridges 
to be front-and-centre with a proud 0.5% 
tap badge means a seismic shift in public 
perception. And, more importantly, it 
normalises drinking AF in public for the 
people who may be moderating their 
alcohol intake but would still like to 
socialise with a pint glass in hand.



Why were you in it ial ly at t ract ed t o 
low /no alcohol product s?

I quit drinking for 6 months after I had 
my first son. At the time though I still 
needed to do business development for 
my law firm. That usually constituted long 
boozy lunches but suddenly I was forced 
into a situation where drinking 
non-alcoholic beer in pubs and bars was a 
necessity and I realised the quality wasn?t 
great. I couldn?tnotgo to the pub to avoid 
beer, because I was working! And I thought 
?why should people not drinking alcohol, 
for whatever reason, be forced to drink a 
sub-standard beer?? This was a view very 
much shared by James - who I had known 
since school - and I?m pleased to say it 
plucked away at his entrepreneurial 
curiosity. We started withan alcohol-free 
versionof myfavourite style of beer: stout. 
Within a year it had picked up a Silver 
medal at the World Beer Awards (in the 
full-strength Stout category) and remains 
one of our best-regarded beers: last year it 
won Gold in the US Open Beer 
Championship, Double-Gold at the 
European Beer Challenge and picked-up 
Best in Show at theStockholm Beer & 
Whisky Festival, when judged against 400 
other beers

What  m akes Big Drop product s st and 
out  in a grow ing m arket ?

We are different to many other 
breweries producing alcohol-free beer. Lots 
of breweries remove the alcohol from their 
beer after it has fermented. However, that 
means that a lot of flavour, aroma and 
mouthfeel is also removed. We fully 
ferment our beer but, by using clever 
brewing techniques and a special yeast, our 
beer never gets above 0.5% ABV in the first 
place. That means that we are able to 
retain the flavours inherent in all our styles 
of beer and produce beer which many 
cannot tell is alcohol-free at all. We 
demonstrate this creative edge by entering 
our beers into international competitions. 
For example, we?ve twice won the ?World?s 
Best? alcohol-free style from the World Beer 
Awards and we often win medals when 
blind-tasted against full-strength beers. We 
also collaborate with some of the world?s 
leading breweries to produce special 
editions of alcohol free beers that really 
push the boundaries 



What  excit ing t h ings do you have in 
t he pipeline?

Right now we?re about to close a 
crowdfunding round that has exceeded 
our original target, despite all the chaos 
going on around us. That puts us in a really 
strong position to quickly roll-out some of 
the developments we had lined-up before 
the Coronavirus outbreak. For example, 
thanks to Mitchells & Butlers, we?ll be 
appearing in over 700 more pubs on the 
momentous day when they eventually 
reopen. We?ll soon have our debut in 
Sainsbury?s and we?ll be launching in 
Australia ahead of their ?Dry July?. Our 
model of contract brewing allows us to 
scale production in line with demand 
anywhere in the world without the capital 
outlay of owning a brewery or incurring 
expensive freight costs. This model means 
we have unlimited capacity ? if we need to 
go and fulfil listings in Australia of 200,000 
litres a month that?s fine because we have 
a contract with a brewery in Melbourne 
already in place. If we need to triple 
Canadian production? Not a problem 
because we have a contract in place there 
too. If we end up being hit with tariffs for 
export to Europe we have a brewery in 
Sweden ready to go. And all of that frees 
up capacity in the three UK breweries we 
use.

Where do you see Big Drop in 12 
m ont hs?

Well Coronavirus has obviously changed 
everyone?s outlook and it would be rash for 
a drinks business to forecast ahead when 
the resilience of the hospitality industry is 
being so cruelly tested. However we?ve 
worked very hard over the years to ensure 
that our distribution is varied and that 
we?re not restricted just to pubs and clubs. 
We have listings with Tesco, Morrisons, 

Ocado, Booths and we?ll be coming soon to 
Sainsbury's. Our European listings are 
almost all with supermarkets. In Australia, 
we have just received confirmation of a 
listing with BWS, a liquor chain with 1,200 
stores. And in Canada, we are stocked with 
one of the world?s biggest purchasers of 
beer, the LCBO. As well as that, we have 
opened our own online shop and great 
availability with many online beer retailers 
such as Beer Hawk and delivery services 
such as Milk & More which are providing 
more and more vital supplies to 
households. So the fact that we're not 
restricted to the on-trade means that we 
can easily pivot to push our other 
distribution channels.

Are Big Drop?s sales dr iven by 
t em porary m ovem ent s l ike Dryanuary, 
or  are your  sales increasing t hroughout  
t he year?

Over 4 million people in the UK did it 
this year and it?s certainly helped educate 
people about the great tasting AF 
alternatives out there. However there?s a 
whole range of people who are moderating 
their drinking throughout the year: from 
those who can?t drink at a particular point 
in time (drivers, people on medication etc) 
to people who are choosing to reduce their 
alcohol intake ? whether for health 
reasons, or simply because they want to 
drink a few beers without the 
consequences of alcohol. Maybe they?re 
training for a marathon, maybe they?re on a 
business lunch, maybe they have young 
children keeping them up at night? All the 
research - including our own customer survey 
- indicates that consumers are more 
interested in moderation than periods of 
complete abstinence.

Grab som e Big Drop @ nolouk .com

http://nolouk.com/


The Society of Independent Brewers (SIBA) released their annual craft beer report, which identified 
?nolo? (no/low) alcohol as potentially the biggest craft beer trend for 2020. They report that one in three 
drinkers are cutting back, while 23% of consumers between 18-24 are completely teetotal (an increase 
of 6% since 2018).

Further to this, 36% of adults intend on drinking more no/low products in 2020; and when you look 
at the Generation Z/ Millennial consumer, it?s reported that one in two intend on consuming more nolo 
options.

The nolo market has been steady growing over the past few years, but this is the first time that it has 
trumped craft beer as the biggest growing trend in the beer market. According to the report, there has 
been a leap of 30% in sales of no or low-alcohol beers since 2016, confirming that it?s one of the fastest 
growing sections of the beer market and, according to SIBA, a sector of the market that is likely to 
steadily increase across the next decade.

It?s no surprise that more SIBA members are looking to get a piece of the action, with 8% of 
breweries now producing nolo products (compared to 5% in 2018).

Going hand-in-hand with nolo is ?free-from? and vegan products, which are also identified as a 
macrotrend in 2020. As people make healthier lifestyle choices, they aren?t looking to compromise on 
taste or selection when they goto a bar or pub. The SIBA report identifies this as another fast-growing 
sector, with 12.8% of craft breweries brewing gluten-free options (compared to 9.3% in 2018). This is 
attributed to the rise of movements like Veganuary and the growing number of people following vegan 
diets (it?s predicted that a quarter of the UK population will be vegan by 2025 and 50% will identify as 
?flexitarian?).

You need only take a trip down to your local to see the impact that these consumer trends have had 
on the on-trade, from an increased range of nolo products on display to clearly labelled vegan and 
gluten-free options, even on beer lists. Younger drinkers are more conscientious about their diets and 
drinking habits and the demand for such products is undeniably going to keep rising for the foreseeable 
future.

In other words, it?s the perfect time for you to get involved in these markets and to create a nolo 
product that stands out as a flavoursome choice for your drinkers, clients or customers. Fizzy drinks or 
lime and sodas will no longer impress; take this opportunity to stay ahead of an evolving drinks market.

THE NO/LOW ALCOHOL 
MARKET IS GROWING, 
ESPECIALLY AMONG YOUNG 





OSTKAKA

Non alcoholic fruited beer inspired by the 
dessert Swedish cheesecake with lingonberry 
jam. Brewed with lingbonberries and lactose.

FROM OMNIPOLLO

EXPLORE 



PICO BELLO

Pico Bello- a hop-forward hazy sour IPA that will blow 
you away.Brewed 100% naturally, with a contemporary 

style, Pico Bello has not undergone an industrial 
process of dealcoholisation which also leads to the 

disappearance of many flavour profiles. A special yeast 
strain was used, which creates fruity esters and 

minimal alcohol

BRUSSELS BEER PROJECT



UNLTD. is a brand new alcohol-free craft beer which is being 
launched in June 2020 by The Alcohol Free Brewing Company. 
The founder, Johnny Johnson stopped drinking alcohol in the 

summer of 2019 after getting fed up with the sluggish feeling he 
got from having a few beers the night before. After realising that 

most bars, pubs and restaurants only offered a couple of the 
mainstream alcohol-free alternatives, Johnny made it his mission 

to create a great tasting alcohol-free craft beer and make it 
available to masses!



According to a recent survey conducted 
by YouGov for The Portman Group, 59% of 
UK drinkers have tried low-alcohol 
products. In addition to this, 23% of 
drinkers confirmed that they were likely to 
consider ordering a lower alcohol drink 
over the next six months.

This figure is in line with similar 
research conducted last year, indicating 
that the demand for exciting low alcoholic 
products is here to stay.

The survey highlighted ?a significant 
gap between the public?s desire for wider 
availability of lower alcohol alternatives 
beyond pubs and supermarkets? using 
restaurants and nightclubs as examples.

With growing interest in the low alcohol 
market, there is a huge opportunity for 
retailers, restaurants, agencies and brands 
to listen to? and engage with? their clients 
and customers. There?s increasing demand 
for healthier options and alternatives to 
suit every individual's diet and lifestyle.

More people identify as vegan 
(according to the latest research by the 
Vegan Society, there are around 600,000 
vegans in Great Britain) and follow 
free-from diets (free-from foods are 
expected to hit £637 million by 2020 UK 
according tothis survey by Mintel), for 
instance.

And then there?s the growing number of 
people who are tee-total (20.4% of the 
population in 2017,according to the Office 
of National Statistics) or simply cutting 
back. And what about your marathoners 
and triathletes? If there?s training to be 
done in the morning, they?re likely stuck 
with a glass of water the night before. 
Yawn.

In short: if you?re not diversifying your 
options, you?re alienating an increasing 
segment of your clients or customers.

So why not consider adding a no/low 
alcoholic option to your menu or your 
fridges?  

THE LOW-ALCOHOLIC PRODUCT 
MARKET IS CHANGING.
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By Zoey Henderson, #nolo category expert and hospitality consultant, founder of 
CleanSlateLondon

Dr Aiysha Malik, technical officer at WHO Europe?s mental health and substance 
abuse department, recently stated that ?using substances such as alcohol to pass the 
time or alleviate stress during lockdown can make things worse?. She followed on to 
say that drinking excess alcohol during the crisis is an unhelpful coping strategy.  

The statement was released amid concerns at the level of drinking in the UK as 
off-trade drink sales soared and supermarket shelves became desolate 
waste-grounds as people stocked up on wine, beers and spirits following Boris 
Johnson?s closure of our pubs and bars.

We all know that drinking alone to excess is never a great place to be. However, many 
of us that enjoy a glass or two with dinner or like to sink a few pints post work with 
friends, are now finding the social routine has disappeared and yet there is still the 
desire to imbibe. 

If you are a healthy social drinker this just means adjusting your routines to drink at 
home with your partner or housemates but for those that live alone, this could result 
in regular solo drinking. For many people, especially those in the hospitality industry, 
with no scheduled work to get up for, every day could feel like a weekend. At which 
point do we start to look at how this is affecting our attitude towards drinking? 

CORONAVIRUS ISOLATION COULD 
PROVIDE A SAFE SPACE TO EXPLORE  
ALCOHOL-FREE DRINKS



When times are good we celebrate with alcohol but the same can also apply for times 
of stress. We have a delicate relationship with our favourite tipples and we should all 
be mindful of how this unprecedented time could tip the balance.

Internationally, governments are recognising the strain that people are under and 
how the excessive consumption of alcohol may have a detrimental effect. 

Greenland?s capital has introduced a ban on the sale of alcohol until the April 14 in an 
attempt to reduce domestic violence during this stressful time. 

Alcohol sales have also been banned in South Africa under a strict set of rules to 
discourage absolutely non-essential travel. 

Premier Mark McGowan said: ?Each bottle shop customer will be limited to either one 
carton of beer, cider or pre-mixed spirits; three bottles of wine; one litre of spirits; one 
litre of fortified wine; or a combination of any two but not of the same product.?  He 
said the restrictions were not intended to stop people from having a responsible drink 
but, he said, alcohol-related issues take up an enormous amount of resources in the 
health system. These are resources we simply cannot afford to spare during the 
Covid-19 situation.

We are all trying to create that space of normality in our daily routines and the 
relaxing and incentivising draw of alcohol can be all too alluring. However, drinking in 
excess in isolation can have dramatic effects. Lowering our immune systems and 
disrupting hormones that combined with the mental stresses of isolation can have 
further adverse effects on our physical and mental health. So how do we create the 
ceremony and routine of the post work / kids going to bed / break in the day, that 
cracking open your favourite bottle of wine or classic ?Gin O?Clock? tipple hits the mark 
on?

Step up the growing category of no and low alcohol offerings that have started to gain 
consumer attention and shelf space in large retail and artisan off licences alike.  



. 

Laura Willoughby MBE, founder of Club Soda, suggests filling your cupboards with 
delicious drinks that you will look forward to drinking at the end of the day. Find your 
new favourite and make it easily available. The Club Soda Guide lists a large range of 
alcohol-free drinks and where to find them. The growing selection of non-alcoholic 
beers, wines and spirits available through online retailers such as the Wise Bartender 
and the Dry Drinker and nolouk.com mean you can explore the products in the 
comfort of your home and get delivery. 

One of the challenges facing the expanding category of no and low alcohol products 
has been their consistent availability in the on-trade. The market is changing, 
trailblazers, Redemption Bar and the newly-opened Brew Dog AF have created fully 
non-alcoholic venues, however for the most part mainstream bars and pubs still have 
minimal no and low offerings. Many venues are integrating products on their menus 
but the uptake is still slow. To say they have minimal is of course a huge step from a 
few years ago when water or soft drinks were the only option. 

Consumers too of course face the minefield of social conditioning and etiquette 
around drinking and although 2019 was the year of mindful drinking and sober 
solidarity, we are still working out the new social norms of more responsible drinking. 
Could isolation prove a safe space to explore the world of non-alcoholic drinking, free 
from judgement or disappointing experiences faced when out? 

There are now more than 150 non-alcoholic beers worldwide and over 70 
non-alcoholic spirits; this list grows daily as more innovation comes from producers 
wanting to capitalise on this rapidly expanding trend. Whether you want a crisp, dry 
profile of Gin for your tonic, an IPA or Stout, or even a glass of bubbles, there are 
some exciting new brands that are developing best in class products to match those 
tastes, just without the alcohol. 

There is plenty of inspiration online for recreating your favourite cocktails,  La Maison 
Wellness  guides you through being a healthy hedonist with recipes, tips and ideas. 
Big Drop Brewing Co. host a weekly pub quiz to go with that beer and there is even a 
daily cocktail hour from Thomson and Scott. Use this time to engage with innovative 
new brands, try out and experiment with what you like and you might just create 
some new favourites to help keep you happy and healthy into 2020. 



Free Tools

374  Free m arket ing Resources

All the free marketing resources and templates you need 
in one place

nolouk.com/marketing

Free Hoot suit e Pro

Manage your social media accounts and their 
performance all from one platform

nolouk.com/socialmedia

Sales Enablem ent  t oolk it  

Asset pack to kick your sales enablement strategy

nolouk.com/salestools
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During this free online workshop, we 
will help define your project and clearly 
layout the next steps you need to take 
to confidently launch it to market. You 
will leave with actionable tools including 
your business model, product launch 
checklist, your initial flavour profile 
design and more.

NOLO PRODUCT 
LAUNCH WORKSHOP TAKE AWAYS 

- Engaging Workshop
- Business Model
- Customer Profile
- Product launch checklist 
- Access to prototype tools 

and next steps 
- Access to white label 

delivery

Sign up here: 
nolouk.com/freeworkshop

https://wearebrauhaus.com/pages/free-online-online-workshop-one-on-one


wearebrauhaus.com

twitter.com/nolowuk

matt@wearebrauhaus.com

020 8132 7556

instagram/nolowuk
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